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nature study. Therefore the approach to nature study must not
be contemplative,, expressing itself in worship of the * beauty of
nature * or its c secret force.' The fighting character of the work
in nature study, the disclosure of facts which influence nature,
the changing of nature in the interests of the workers—these
are the characteristics of nature study work in the Soviet
school.5'
To achieve this aim, the syllabus includes a picture of the
construction of industrial giants, and questions on the recon-
struction of agricultural economy. In rural districts the practical
work is socially useful and connected with agriculture, but
basically educational. Teachers are warned that the children
must not be used to supply farm labour. " The work must be
carried out in such a way that it shall help to extend and
strengthen their knowledge of the fundamentals of science, that
it shall help their Communist education and equip them with
the ability to apply their theory to practice in experimental
work."
Class 1 takes seasonal changes in nature, weather, animals and
plants; wild ancestors of domestic animals; observation by all
the children must form the basis of this work.
Class 2, nature groups; orchards, parks, woods, rivers, etc.
Observation is essential.
Class 3, inorganic nature, soil and its minerals, water, air, etc.
Class 4, life of plants, of animals, life and structure of the
human body (connected with hygiene).
Each theme has two excursions. The methods include in-
dividual work in the laboratory, demonstration by the teacher,
work on the school plot of ground, continuous observation, tibe
use of slides, and the cinema. A nature corner is arranged in every
room* Some of these nature corners I have seen are
miniature museums, with organic and inorganic
The nature study circle elects one or two prefects to fie in Aaarge
of the nature comer* Those in charge of obserratiowsj fc&we to
write them up in a book that hangs on the wall fort^fffifose.
In tibe saeoiMl&Fy schools, more experimental w^dk is dome ia tibe
lm

